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life. Whether you just got a new dog or need a better way to walk your pet so she doesn't yank
you down the block, the best dog harnesses can really make a difference. Our favorite
harnesses come in a range of sizes, colors, and styles to suit every need and price range. The
Good Housekeeping Institute has a century-plus long history of testing products including pet
essentials like dog beds. In our last test of dog leashes and harnesses, we evaluated in-Lab and
with consumer testers for ease of use, control of the dog, ease of using features like leash clips
and overall satisfaction taking over measurements to find the best harness for your pup. Collars
can create strain on your dog's windpipe and in some cases, their spine. Using a harness
instead of a choke-chain can prevent that choking, hacking effect you may have seen when your
dog tries to pull toward a squirrel or another dog while out on the town. And if you like to hike,
run, or bring your dog in the car, some harnesses have special features to make those activities
easier, more enjoyable, and safer for all involved. These are the best harnesses on the market,
according to testers and reviewers:. Testers loved its cushioned panels and durability, too. With
a front loop and easy-to-adjust style, this no-frills harness lives up to its name. One of the
original anti-pulling harnesses, it's earned a following for its affordability, ease of use, and
immediate results. Testers for the Good Housekeeping Institute liked this easy-on harness for
its five adjustable points, which create a secure fit. Those with large or strong dogs also liked t
he front leash attachment, which helps discourage pulling , while smaller dogs may do just fine
with the back attachment option. It comes with a seatbelt attachment too, for a safer car ride. If
you're not sure on size, get one that's larger than you need. This non-restrictive harness keeps
pressure off your dog's throat to keep their windpipe free and clear while walking. Testers loved
the range of colors and patterns to suit any style. This harness might work best for smaller
dogs , since it doesn't have a front leash clip to prevent pulling. The non-restrictive design of
this harness earned high marks from testers, who also liked the snazzy colors and patterns.
While the way it fits can take some getting used to when putting it on your dog, testers reported
it felt secure once on their pup. Its manufacturer also guarantees the harness â€” even if your
dog chews on it. True to its title, this multi-purpose harness will work great if you need to take

your dog off the beaten path. Testers loved the soft mesh panels that chafed less than strappier
versions , as well as the back handle for lifting your dog up when necessary. A sturdier
construction than some cheaper harnesses will also go the distance, even after hitting the trails
with Fido. Small dog owners may already know Puppia, which has earned an almost cult-like
following for its soft, breathable dog harnesses. They also come in large dog sizes, but small or
sensitive-skinned dogs love them because the softer fabric rubs and chafes less than nylon or
versions with lots of straps. It's also easy to get on and off, perfect for wriggly pups. This
seamless style requires no fussing with straps or buckles, so you can get out the door quickly.
Breathable mesh fabric won't trap heat or water as much as some heavier versions might, and a
dual velcro and buckle closure adds security. Two reflective strips also help with visibility for
evening walks. Made for long use, the front range harness has padded front and back panels for
your dog's comfort over extended walks or hikes. A sturdy front loop leash attachment
discourages pulling, while a back metal loop would work for dogs who don't yank your arm out.
If you take your dog out on epic journeys , this harness will work for you â€” though be aware
that the style can be a hard fit for dogs with a broad chest and narrow waist. The bright colors
and reflective strips on this harness lend visibility don't worry, it also comes in black if you're a
little more low-key , and slip-resistant straps mean the buckles will stay put after adjusting. A
nylon vest makes it more comfortable, and it also comes with a back loop for strapping your
pup into the car. With sherpa-covered straps that go under the dog's front legs , this mesh
harness won't dig into your dog's sensitive spots. That makes it more appropriate for dogs with
short or fine hair than models that may be scratchier on their skin. A step-in design makes it
easy to use and the mesh panel stretches with your dog's body, to reduce friction. The
breathable material also won't trap heat, making it a great choice for walking, running, hiking, or
even puppy training. The sturdy back handle on this dog harness allows you to grab your dog
quickly and easily, whether out on the trails or playing on the beach. Both front and back leash
attachment clips give you options when walking, and durable design means it'll last through
your excursions. For a plusher walking experience, consider a flannel-lined harness like this
one. The adjustable straps are fully lined with cushy material that will help prevent rubbing and
chafing, even on short-haired dogs. It also comes with a money-back guarantee if your furry
friend doesn't love his new attire. Product Reviews. Home Ideas. United States. Type keyword s
to search. Today's Top Stories. Introducing the GH Book Club! Is a dog harness better than a
collar? Large or strong breeds like pit bulls , German Shepherds, and labradors, do well walking
on a harness because it puts pressure on their chest instead of their neck. Not only does that
remind the dog not to pull and help deter them from doing so, it's also safer for their body.
Some smaller breeds like Chihuahuas, toy poodles, or other toy dogs find harnesses more
comfortable on their tinier frames, and a harness can make it easier to pick up your
pocket-sized pooch if they get tired or you need to lift them out of danger. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. Rabbitgoo amazon. PetSafe amazon. Kurgo amazon. LupinePet
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to neck injuries. In more severe cases these neck injuries can lead to tracheal collapses, a
chronic and progressive disease that involves obstruction of the airway. The X shaped frame in
our Comfort X Series reduces neck injuries by minimizing the force being put on the dog's neck
and distributes them around its chest and shoulders. The harness contains 4 point adjustable.
Step-In design makes it easy for your dog to step in to the harness and out without a hassle.
Simply place the left paw of the dog on the left arm hole, and right paw of the dog on the right
arm hole and pull up to fasten. Largest size will fit a dog up to 30 lbs. For reference, estimated
sizing by weight is Small: lbs Medium: lbs Large: lbs X-Large: lbs. Choke Free X Frame. Easy to
Wear. Sized for Small Dogs. Easily one of the best small dog harness available, Gooby comfort
x step-in harness provides both the convenience and the safety. Unlike conventional harness,
step-in style harness literally takes seconds to put on your dog so you can spend your time
doing what's important. Comfort x step-in is made with soft mesh as well as suede trimming, so
your dog would feel comfortable throughout the walk. Skip to main content. Buy new:. Ships
from: Amazon. Sold by: Amazon. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused
condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to
your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free
shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery:
Thursday, Feb 25 Order within 9 hrs and 9 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Gooby Dog Harness - Comfo Add a gift receipt for easy
returns. Save with Used - Very Good. Sold by: Amazon Warehouse. Item will come repackaged.
See more. Fastest delivery: Friday, Feb 26 Order within 9 hrs and 9 mins Details. Only 6 left in
stock - order soon. Sold by Amazon Warehouse and Fulfilled by Amazon. Visit the Gooby Store.
Size: Small chest Small chest Medium chest Large chest X-Large chest Color: Purple. Size
Small chest This means that our largest size will fit a dog up to 30 lbs. If the measurement is
between sizes, please size up. Our goal is to simplify pet owner responsibilities. We are
determined to create dog accessories that are functional and easy-to-use to encourage a better
quality of life between our pet owners and their companions. We stand by our products. If you
are unsatisfied with your purchase, you may return your order within the return period. Featured
items you may like. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers
who viewed this item also viewed. Customers also viewed these products. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. From the manufacturer. Why X Frame? Choke Free The X shaped frame
in our Comfort X Series reduces neck injuries by minimizing the force being put on the dog's
neck and distributes them around its chest and shoulders. Adjustable Neck and Chest The
harness contains 4 point adjustable. Easy on Easy Off Step-In design makes it easy for your
dog to step in to the harness and out without a hassle. Product details Size: Small chest
Compare with similar items. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer

images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. I
absolutely LOVE this harness!!! I have two small dogs, a 5lb Yorkie, and a 10lb Shorkie. My
Yorkie who is 9 years old, was just diagnosed having a collapsed trachea, so it was extremely
important to find something that would fit him properly, and not press on his neck. This harness
is perfect! The mesh is light weight, and keeps them cool in our Las Vegas desert. I also wash
them in our washing machine in a garment bag and they come out looking brand new every
time! Good quality and price! I will never buy anything else! By Constance Badik on June 28,
Images in this review. Size: Medium chest This is a great harness. My dog is 9 lbs, has a 10"
neck and a 15" chest. She wears a medium in this style and it fits her perfectly. She's never
been able to get out of it and has yet to choke herself when she spots a squirrel or bird, though
she stubbornly tries to run after them. It's so much easier to put on, it fits more securely, and it
has a more streamlined look to it. This is the best harness I've ever purchased. Update: After
using this harness for over two months - three times a day, every day, through sun, fog, and
rain - it has stretched out a bit. It no longer fits as snugly as I would prefer. And seeing as how
my dog was at the very edge of being a medium she wore all the adjustments at their smallest ,
it does look quite loose around her legs and chest when she's just standing still. I can see how
if I needed to urge her forward with the use of the harness that it might go over her head and
she'd be free. I adjust all the straps at the beginning of every walk now, just to make sure
everything's as tight as possible. I don't blame anything but natural wear and tear; materials
stretch over time. I was planning on purchasing another harness anyway, this time I'll just
choose the small knowing it'll get bigger as time goes on, and this medium will be relegated to
being worn atop my dog's thicker fleece vests. Update: I wound up buying the small harness or
two and it fits even better than the medium! My dog's right in the middle of the strap
adjustments, so she has room to grow a big bigger or a bit smaller. For comparison, I've added
pics of the medium black vs. As you can see, the medium gaps a little at the chest, whereas the
small fits snugly. I still love this harness just as much as before, maybe even more. I feel a
sense of security when I put it on my dog before leaving the house for a walk. Honestly, I'm
already considering which color to buy next! By Ebie on January 8, Perfect dog harness! I love
step-in harnesses because they are easy to take off and on and this one is absolutely perfect.
Fits my medium-sized, 15 pound dog well without digging in or causing discomfort. My dog
doesn't try to bite at this harness at all like he usually does with others. I've tossed out all my
other harnesses for this one and will re-purchase if it gives out at any point. I really like the
double links for clipping the leash too because it adds more security, and therefore, peace of
mind. The clip is also really easy to take off which is not always the case. Definitely recommend!
Size: X-Large chest I hope this helps with sizing: my dog is 22 pounds so the large fits ok with a
sweater, but with his rain coat on the large is too tight. I love these harness for three reasons,
they are very well made, more comfortable for the dog than thin harnesses made of leash
material, and they don't tangle. I have spent much time trying to untangle other harnesses that
get twisted and turned. These are so soft and never tangle, thus easy to put on the dog quickly
when it's time to "go"! Size: Large chest I was nervous after reading reviews on this product as
it seems people love this collar or hate it. I am so far thrilled with it. The 4 point adjustment lets
me adjust the collar to fit my rather chunky pugs firmly but without the straps cutting into them.
The front mesh is soft and seems more comfortable than similar step in collars that are
strap-only. The size large fits my pugs 20 and 25 lbs perfectly without choking. My dogs have
slipped other collars they can put on the brakes and pull right out of them but these, at least so
far, are very sturdy and I can tighten them up. So for me, these are a 5 star item. So far, so good!
I looked for a long time and tried about six harnesses for my Boston before I found this harness.
My dog has a big head and a big chest for a smallish 23 lb dog. Harnesses that went over his
block head flopped around his shoulders. Harnesses that I bought based on his weight were
way too small. This step in harness fixed all those problems. Finally a harness that fits and
doesn't impede his ability to move. My dog lunges and jumps to try and greet everybody, and
this harness sits and stays! Low enough on his chest to keep him from choking himself, and it
has stood up to him throwing his whole body weight against it repeatedly. Hopefully, I can
eventually train him out of this overly enthusiastic greeting, but until then I'm glad to have
found something that keeps him safe. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries.
Excellent quality and fits my female 8. Delivered earlier than expected too! Report abuse. I
purchase this for my 10lb. It fit perfectly and looks really nice. However, it is very thin. After the
third time she wore it she chewed through the front side section. We have other harnesses that
cost a third of the price and there is no way she could have chewed through them! I purchased
this harness after I saw a number of people recommending it for havanese. It is very well made
and looks like it will work beautifully once she is a bit older and heavier. I originally thought the

size small would fit her when I got her but it is way too big she is a little less than 3 pounds right
now. It is too bad they didn't offer this in an XS or XXS as I really like it and how it protects their
throat from getting damaged like other harnesses can cause. I bought this harness for my dog
based on the sizing chart and reviews. My dog fit the exact sizing for Large. When it showed up
it was a bit big, but we figured she will grow into it. We have now had it for 7 weeks and it has
stretched out so bad she can't even wear it. It hangs low enough that she just bends a leg and
she can get out of it. We have tightened the straps as much as we can and we do this during
walks as it does loosen while you walk but it just doesn't seem to go back to the original size
which was too big to start with. I'm now past the window of return, so Amazon can't do anything
about it. I am trying to exchange it for a smaller size just have to contact manufacturer directly. I
have a Havanese who is sensitive to pressure on his next and doesn't like heavy harnesses.
This one was perfect. It is light weight, easy to put on, and doesn't make him cough if he pulls. It
fits well, is comfortable, and seems very secure. I measured him and used the size chart. He has
a small neck so I picked the size based on the girth measurement and the fit was just right.
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